
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Fa. Concept Fresh Vertriebs GmbH, FN 136796x (in short "Concept Fresh") 

for contracts with customers ("Terms and Conditions CONCEPT FRESH customers") 

 

1. General: 

These terms and conditions are part of any contract concluded by CONCEPT FRESH with its 

customers. Any other than the following agreements have not been reached. Any conditions of 

the contracting party which contradict or supplement these Terms and Conditions are 

ineffective. 

 

2. Offer and Contract conclusion: 

a) Orders by the contract partner are considered binding for 6 weeks from receipt by 

CONCEPT FRESH. 

b) Offers from CONCEPT FRESH are subject to change and are considered placed for a period of 

14 days from the offer date. If insolvency proceedings are initiated concerning the contract 

partner´s assets after the offer is made and prior to its acceptance, the offer of CONCEPT FRESH 

is considered as not placed. 

c) The scope and content of the contract will be determined solely by the order confirmation 

by CONCEPT FRESH; supplementary to this, these terms and conditions apply. The contents of 

the order confirmation are in any case part of the contract if the contract partner does not 

object to the order confirmation in writing within 5 days from the date of confirmation. 

CONCEPT FRESH reserves the right to apply deviations from the offer or the order confirmation 

which are due to the inclusion of mandatory legal or technical standards. 

 

3. Payment, payment procedures, consequences of default: 

a) Pricing: The agreed prices are net prices in Euro excluding VAT. CONCEPT FRESH is entitled to 

demand a higher than the agreed consideration if the calculation bases, such as commodity and 

material prices, the exchange rate or personnel costs have changed after conclusion of the 

contract by more than 10% from those existing at the time of the order placement. 

b) Rate guarantee clause: If the payment on export deliveries is to be paid in foreign currency, 

any currency risk for CONCEPT FRESH is deemed excluded. The amount of the invoice in this 

case is calculated based on the average price of the Vienna Stock Exchange on the date of order 

confirmation. Should this rate on the date of receipt of the invoice at CONCEPT FRESH be lower 

by more than 5%, the invoice amount will increase by the same ratio. The difference is to be 

subsequently paid by the contract partner in the invoiced currency. 

c) Due date, fulfilment of the payment obligation: Unless a different payment deadline has 

been agreed upon, the remuneration is due free and clear of any charges and deduction 

immediately upon receipt of invoice from CONCEPT FRESH to the specified account in the 

invoice. Bank drafts or checks will only be accepted after an explicit agreement and conditional 



upon actual receipt of payment. All associated fees, costs and expenses are borne by the 

contract partner. Drafts and checks are - without prejudice to the other conditions - always 

subject to the usual provisos. 

The retention of payments and the defence of breach of contract by the contract partner are 

excluded, whether or not the reasons prove to be justified. 

d) Consequences of default: In case of default, the contract partner is liable to pay 2% per 

annum above the local bank borrowing rate on default interest. The contract partner is further 

obliged to remunerate CONCEPT FRESH for all costs caused by the delay of payment, such as 

expenses for reminders, collection attempts, storage costs and any judicial or extrajudicial legal 

costs. In case of total or partial default by the contracting party with a contractual principal or 

ancillary services, or if after the contract conclusion CONCEPT FRESH becomes aware of 

circumstances which are plausible to reduce the creditworthiness of the contracting party, 

CONCEPT FRESH is - notwithstanding other rights - entitled to discontinue its services or to 

make use of a reasonable extension of the delivery deadline, furthermore withdraw from the 

contract after setting a grace period and to claim damages for non-performance, furthermore 

all outstanding claims from this or other transactions immediately and without regard to the 

duration of any accepted bank drafts are declared due and to implement still outstanding 

deliveries only against advance payment or security deposit  and/or to retrieve possibly 

delivered goods without relieving the contract partner of his obligations. Withdrawal from 

CONCEPT FRESH for these actions is extant only with express declaration by CONCEPT FRESH. In 

case of default, the contract party loses all disposal, use and other rights to the delivered goods. 

 

For any separately agreed partial or installment payment date loss deemed to be agreed. In 

case of delayed or incomplete performance of even one installment, the entire outstanding 

residual receivable is due immediately in full. 

 

4. Exclusion of setoff and retention, assignment and pledging: 

a) The contract partner is not entitled to set off its own claims against the claims of CONCEPT 

FRESH or withhold items that may be required to be returned because of one´s own claims 

against CONCEPT FRESH. 

b) CONCEPT FRESH reserves the assignment or pledge of its claims against the contract partner. 

 

5. Further delivery in the European Union and third party countries: 

The contract partner is entitled to further delivery of the goods to another country only with the 

express written consent of CONCEPT FRESH. 

 

6. Security interests: 

a) Retention of title: All goods remain the property of CONCEPT FRESH, even after the handover, 

until the complete primary and secondary obligations of the contract partner are fulfilled. The 



contract partner must inform creditors and judicial bodies in the course of an intended 

attachment/seizure of the existence CONCEPT FRESH´s retention of title and in case of seizure 

provide CONCEPT FRESH immediate written notice with a copy of the seizure report. 

b) Assignment of security: The contract partner hereby assigns all claims incurred by sale or 

other use of the goods delivered by CONCEPT FRESH to CONCEPT FRESH for redemption. For 

other liability to pay damages, until full payment of all fees the contract partner agrees to note 

this assignment in its open item lists and in its invoices for each customer, stating the full name 

and address of the debtor. Upon demand, the contract partner must make available to 

CONCEPT FRESH all documents and information that are required to assert the assigned claims. 

 

7. Delivery, acceptance, default of acceptance by the contract partner: 

a) CONCEPT FRESH is authorised to perform excess or short deliveries up to 10% of the quantity 

ordered, and to make partial and pre-deliveries against payment. 

b) Any deadlines mentioned by CONCEPT FRESH, especially delivery dates, are not binding 

unless they are expressly stated to be binding. Unless otherwise agreed and without prejudice 

to other agreements concerning the delivery, this period begins no earlier than the date of 

order confirmation. 

c) Order changes lead to the cancellation of agreed upon dates and deadlines. Events which 

affect the delivery time and were not grossly culpably caused by CONCEPT FRESH entitle 

CONCEPT FRESH at its option to either withdraw from the contract without compensation or 

prolong delivery times appropriately. In these cases, the contract partner is entitled, after a 

grace period negotiated with CONCEPT FRESH, to withdraw from the contract, CONCEPT FRESH 

being simultaneously excluded from liability for damages. 

d) If the contracting party falls in arrears concerning the acceptance of ordered goods, CONCEPT 

FRESH, after a reasonable grace period of not more than 14 days, is authorised to cancel the 

contract and to demand payment of the entire agreed upon or reasonable fee and/or to claim 

damages for non-performance. 

e) If delivery on demand is agreed upon, the acceptance must be, unless otherwise agreed, 

wherever possible in equal instalments divided over the contract term. Defects or delay for a 

partial delivery do not entitle the contracting party to the right of withdrawal for the remaining 

quantities. In the case of untimely retrieval, CONCEPT FRESH is entitled to invoice and demand 

payment for the unclaimed amount or without request of the contract partner for retrieval to 

withdraw from the contract, and to claim damages for non-performance. 

 

8. Transfer, risk and dispatch: 

a) The handover of goods has taken place at the time that CONCEPT FRESH  provides the goods 

ready for pickup in its operation, even if the goods are passed on by CONCEPT FRESH to a 

carrier. However, where in the contract it has been expressly agreed and states "delivery free 

customer warehouse", the handover has been agreed to be the time of the delivery of the 



goods in the warehouse of the customer. The risk of damage, loss or destruction of the goods is 

transferred to the contracting party from each respective handover point in time. 

b) Transport and protection resources are elected by CONCEPT FRESH excluding any liability for 

CONCEPT FRESH. 

c) Loan containers (esp. EUR-pallets, etc.) must be replaced in the same quality, otherwise 

CONCEPT FRESH is entitled to charge these at cost price to customers. 

 

9. Claims for defects, damages, contractual penalty: 

a) The commonly expected characteristics of the products and services of CONCEPT FRESH (in 

short: "goods") are determined by the samples or descriptions or commercial practice provided, 

whereby CONCEPT FRESH expressly reserves the right to production changes to type and 

descriptions. Claims for certain properties are excluded in any case. The contract partner shall 

demonstrate that any defects, for which the company CONCEPT FRESH is liable according to 

these provisions, were already present at the handover. 

b) The warranty period is one month after written rejection by CONCEPT FRESH of a complaint 

by the contract partner. A later start of the warranty period for any hidden defects is excluded. 

c) In order not to lose all rights to claims for any eventual defects of the goods (esp. warranty, 

damages, etc.) the contractual partner must, within 8 days of receipt of goods, examine these at 

their own expense (also for concealed defects) and to record any defects in writing and to 

describe the defect and the possible causes for it in detail. The complaint is timely if it is 

received by CONCEPT FRESH within the time limit. A later objection that a deficiency or defect 

was not recognised or recognisable, is not permitted. With the use or resale of the goods, the 

contractual partner approves the goods as free of defects; complaints after this time are in any 

case late. 

d) In case of justified and timely notices of defect, CONCEPT FRESH is only obliged to grant, at its 

option, a reasonable price reduction, to replace the goods or to rescind the contract. Claims for 

any eventual product defects exist only if the CONCEPT FRESH product supplier fulfilled its 

warranty obligation for this product defect. Incidentally, all claims for any eventual defective 

goods (especially due to optical and minor gustatory or olfactory deviations, for consequential 

damages, error contestation etc.) are excluded, unless they have been explicitly agreed upon in 

this Terms and Conditions or in other agreements between CONCEPT FRESH and the contract 

partner. 

e) Liability by CONCEPT FRESH for damages to the contract partner for whatever legal reason - 

including default, impossibility, poor performance and non-contractual liability - is excluded, 

unless the damage is due to intent or gross negligence. The contract partner has the burden of 

proof for all triggering circumstances that could lead to a eventual compensation obligation by 

CONCEPT FRESH. 

f) Any liability of CONCEPT FRESH is in any case limited in amount up to the amount of the 

agreed price for the specific order. 



g) The contract partner must completely indemnify CONCEPT FRESH for claims by third parties 

due to excluded conditions of compensation claims according to this Terms and Conditions, or 

for infringement of rights of third parties by the contract partner (for example, intellectual 

property rights). 

h) The obligation to pay compensation for material damage resulting from the product liability 

law and product liability claims that could be inferred from other regulations is excluded, insofar 

as such exclusion is permitted by law. The contract partner is obliged to impose the liability for 

product liability claims on its contract partners. Recourse by the contract partner against 

CONCEPT FRESH from its claims in accordance with product liability regulations is excluded. 

i) A possibly agreed contractual penalty precludes the assertion of an eventual additional claim 

for damages by the contract partner against CONCEPT FRESH. CONCEPT FRESH is empowered to 

gratify eventual lesser damages instead of the penalty. 

 

10. Contract reversal: 

If the contract is rescinded - for whatever legal reason whatsoever - CONCEPT FRESH is entitled 

to charge the contract partner, at CONCEPT FRESH´s  option, an interim depreciation or usage 

fee. 

 

11. Final provisions: 

a) Eventual individual ineffective contractual conditions, also any contradictions to consumer 

protection regulations, have no effect on the validity of the remaining provisions and shall be 

replaced by the parties by such provisions that most closely meet the economic interest of the 

invalid provision and is legally effective. 

b) All contractual declarations and agreements, including a waiver of this requirement of the 

written form, require written form for their validity, for which fax or email also suffice. 

c) Changes in essential data (name, etc.) or other relevant information must be submitted by 

the contractual partner to CONCEPT FRESH immediately in writing. 

d) Performance for all obligations under this contract is the seat of CONCEPT FRESH. 

e) If individual provisions of the contract, these Terms and Conditions and/or other contract 

content that becomes regulations contradict one another, the provision that has the most 

benefit for CONCEPT FRESH is considered agreed upon. 

f) It is agreed by the contracting parties for all legal disputes arising from this contract, that the 

application of Austrian law to the exclusion of UN purchasing law, and the exclusive local 

jurisdiction of the competent Court for the seat of CONCEPT FRESH is valid. 


